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Source: Connecting to Intention and Awareness

This chapter talks about the deepest level of the “current reality iceberg,” which we call the Source level or the level of intention and awareness. The visible level of an iceberg is the area above the waterline. We equate this with “surface symptoms” in a society (see chapter 1). Beneath those visible symptoms are structural disconnects that give rise to the systemic limits that we are hitting as a global civilization today (see chapter 2). In chapter 3, we looked at the paradigms of economic thought that lead to these structural problems, which we summarized in the Matrix of Economic Evolution (see table 3). This chapter explores the source level of social reality creation—how to connect to the source of the future that is wanting to emerge.

The Blind Spot III: Source

In 1996, our MIT colleague and friend Peter Senge told us about a conversation he had had with the Chinese Zen master Huai-Chin Nan, also called Master Nan, in Hong Kong:

In China he’s considered an extraordinary scholar because of his integration of Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. I asked him if he thought that the industrial age was going to create such major environmental problems that we would destroy ourselves and whether we had to find a way to understand these problems and change industrial institutions. He didn’t completely agree with that. It wasn’t the way he saw it. He saw things on a deeper level, and he said, “There’s only one issue in the world. It’s the reintegration of mind and matter.” That’s exactly what he said to me, “the reintegration of mind and matter.”

When those words had penetrated my mind, I (Otto) felt as if they had pierced a veil that had kept me from seeing reality more deeply. In a
flash I visualized a social field that on its surface displayed the current symptoms of societal pathology, and beneath the surface contained the deeper sources from which these symptoms arose.

What if all symptoms at the surface level were a function of a split on a deeper level, which for now we are calling “the source”?

What does “reintegration of mind and matter” mean when we are talking about the social field, the levels of collective behavior that we enact as a global community? Does it mean reintegrating “action” and “awareness” in order to address the challenges of our time? Does it mean that we need to close the feedback loop among outcomes, action, and thought on the level of whole systems?

**A Conversation about Mind and Matter**

Three years later, in the fall of 1999, I had the opportunity to interview Master Nan in Hong Kong. He said that the twentieth century lacked a central cultural thought that unified society and life, and he saw the world sinking ever more deeply into a technology- and money-driven materialism. He also saw the beginnings of a new spirituality. He said: “It will definitely go this way, spiritual. But this path will be different from the spiritual path of the past, either in the East or in the West. It will be a new spiritual path. It will be a combination between natural science and philosophies.” But this new spirituality, he thought, would still be deeply connected to the deeper dimensions of our humanity: “It will always go back to some of these questions. What is the purpose of life? What is the value of life? Why do we exist?”

Later that day I learned from his students that Master Nan had just published a reinterpretation of Confucius’s “Great Learning” essay, one of two central texts in Confucianism. In its commentary, Master Nan points out that leaders, in order to do their best work, have to learn to access seven states of leadership awareness. The central section of the “Great Learning” essay reads like a U-in-action process from macro to micro and then back:

The ancients who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue throughout the world, first ordered well their own States.
Wishing to order well their States, they first harmonized their families.
Wishing to harmonize their families, they first cultivated their persons.
Wishing to cultivate their persons, they first rectified their hearts.
Wishing to rectify their hearts, they first sought to be sincere in their thoughts.
Wishing to be sincere in their thoughts, they first extended to the utmost their awareness.
Such extension of awareness lay in the investigation of the underlying matrix of mind and matter.
The underlying matrix of mind and matter being investigated, awareness becomes complete.
Awareness being complete, thoughts then become sincere.
Thoughts being sincere, hearts then become rectified.
Hearts being rectified, persons then become cultivated.
Persons being cultivated, families then become harmonized.
Families being harmonized, states then become rightly governed.
States being rightly governed, everything under heaven then comes in balance.  

While Confucianism is often understood to emphasize good followership and not fighting authority, Master Nan claims that this is not how “The Great Learning” should be interpreted. “The important part is to actually understand yourself, understand your opening process.”

The Tao of Leadership

Later that day we reconvened around a large dinner table, joined by a dozen of his students. With delicious food coming and conversations going, people were chanting, meditating, laughing, smoking, drinking, and talking about cultivation practices, science, and topics as far-ranging as research on the feelings of plants.

With the help of my translator, Professor Zhao, I tested with Master Nan my understanding of what I had heard him saying in the afternoon. I summarized and partly extended what he had shared with me by saying that the blind spot of the twentieth century was related to our inability to
see the process of *coming-into-being* of social reality or, in different words, our inability to understand where our actions originate. Usually we perceive social reality around us as a thing, as something that is outside and separate from us. The blind spot means that we do not see ourselves bringing forth social reality in the first place, and with that we do not have an understanding of how our individual awareness and intention impact social reality around us. In order to illuminate this blind spot, we have to practice the seven meditational states of leadership that Master Nan identified in his new interpretation of “The Great Learning.”

Master Nan agreed with this interpretation. After that, I kept asking different versions of the same question—namely, where does this stream of social reality creation really originate? Master Nan responded that the source is “the mind and thought.” But I kept asking: “Where do mind and thought originate?” Master Nan responded by talking about different levels of consciousness and self. My final question concerned the sources of self: “Where do the self and the Self originate?,” with the capital-S Self indicating our highest potential.

“The small self and the big Self come from the same source,” responded Master Nan. He continued:

One origin for both of them. The whole universe is just one big Self. Religious people call it God. Philosophers call it the fundamental nature. Scientists call it energy. Buddhists call it the Atma. Chinese call it the Tao. The Arabs call it Allah. So every culture, in a sense, they know there’s something there, an ultimate something. Religious people, they just personalize this. Make him like a person, like a God. Okay, so this God is supernatural, has all these super capacities, etcetera. That’s religion. Philosophers use logic to analyze it. Scientists want to uncover or try to find the big Self in all of this, you know, the physical research, etcetera. If you really look at human culture, they say it starts with religion and then people begin to have doubts about religions, and why, and then they begin to do research on them. Then you come to philosophy. And then there’s still doubt about it. It’s all based on reason and logic. It’s too abstract, it’s not real. So they want to do experiments with it, and then that’s how science came to evolve, to emerge. That is the Western civilization’s development. From religions to philosophy to natural science. Religion, science, philosophy, they’re all trying to look for this big
Self, this origin of life. This big Self was originally just one body, all together in one.

Master Nan then differentiated between the small self and the big Self. “So for cultivation, learning Buddhism, the first thing you do is try to get rid of this view of the [small] self. Once you reach the state of no self [let go of the small self], you reach the state of the big Self. Compassion, loving, etcetera, all of that originates from the big Self. You no longer will be selfish from that large Self.”

I left the encounter with Master Nan and his circle of students deeply moved and inspired. It struck me that the leverage point for overcoming the split between mind and matter had to do with the sources of Self. So what would it take to learn more about these sources?

### The Blind Spot of Cognition Science

This question led to a 2000 meeting in Paris in the office of the late cognition scientist Francisco Varela, one of the most brilliant scientists and thinkers of his generation. If we had to identify the two or three most important interviews that gave rise to the development of Theory U, my (Otto’s) interviews with Varela would be among them.

In my first interview with Varela, in 1996, he voiced an important insight: “The problem is not that we don’t know enough about the brain or about biology; the problem is that we don’t know enough about experience. . . . We have had a blind spot in the West for that kind of methodical approach, which I would now describe as a more straightforward phenomenological method. Everybody thinks they know about experience; I claim we don’t.”

In the 2000 interview, I started by asking Varela whether he had any further reflections on this topic. He responded that this question had been a primary focus of his work since our 1996 meeting, and he pulled a special issue of the *Journal of Consciousness* down from a shelf.

Pointing at it, he said: “This would have been an unthinkable book three or four years ago.” He went on to explain that he had been studying and synthesizing the three main methodologies that in his view addressed the blind spot of accessing experience: phenomenology, psychological introspection, and contemplative practices. He found that all three take an
individual through the same fundamental process of becoming aware. He synthesized that fundamental process of becoming aware as a sequence of crossing three thresholds: suspension, redirection, and letting go.  

When he described these three thresholds and how crossing them changes the way we pay attention, I immediately recognized them. I had seen the same shifts of awareness and attention in groups and teams and during workshop retreats. Whenever the objective of the work of teams and organizations is to confront complex challenges that require innovative responses and collective creativity, these stages emerge:

1. **Suspension:** Stopping and suspending old habits of judgment and thought is a precondition for the first phase of the work. It requires breaking habitual patterns and starting to pay attention.

2. **Redirection:** After suspending the patterns of the past and the habit of downloading, there is a need to start seeing reality from a different angle. This requires listening to the views and experiences of others, taking them in as part of seeing current reality from a multiplicity of views.

3. **Letting go:** Then, if we are lucky, we will go through a profound moment of “quieting” that allows us to let go of our old self and connect with another state of being, a state that helps us to become aware of who we really are and what we are here for. This requires us to let go of everything that isn’t essential and to drop our baggage when facing the eye of the needle. Entering this deeper state allows us to operate from a co-creative flow.

This conversation with Varela felt like a seed or a gift. Today, in hindsight, we would say what grew out of this seed is a summarizing framework of Theory U called the Matrix of Social Evolution, which links the essence of Theory U—connecting to source—back to Master Nan’s dictum on the reintegration of mind and matter.

**The Matrix of Social Evolution**

One of the core ideas of Theory U is that form follows attention or consciousness. We can change reality by changing the inner place from which we operate. The Matrix of Social Evolution (and the rest of this
book) spells out what this looks like for an individual (attending), a group (conversing), an institution (organizing), and a global system (coordinating). Table 7 shows how these different social fields (micro, meso, macro, mundo) transform according to the inner place—or the quality of awareness—from which we operate.

The first step in understanding the impact of attention on reality is to look at how we operate on the individual level. Consider the example of listening. On level 1, the quality of listening is called downloading. Same old, same old! The listener hears ideas, and these merely confirm what the listener already knows. Examples are manifold: (1) not seeing the new challenges by holding on to old theories; and (2) not sensing future opportunities by holding on to old frameworks or experiences from the past.

On level 2, listening is called factual listening, which is what good scientists do. They do not hold on to existing interpretations of reality, but they let the data talk to them. They try to listen to the facts even if those facts contradict their own theories or ideas. Factual listening connects people to the actual particulars of the world.

But what is missing from factual listening is getting inside social complexity. This happens at level 3, which we call empathic listening. Empathic listening allows the individual to see reality from the perspective of the other and sense the other person’s circumstances. This does not imply that the two agree, but that they are able to acknowledge and respect each other’s perspective. Empathic listening means seeing from the viewpoint of another stakeholder.

Level 4 is generative listening. Generative listening means to form a space of deep attention that allows an emerging future possibility to “land” or manifest. It is what great coaches do: They listen deeply in a way that allows you to connect to your emerging future self. Sometimes we also use the example of a jazz ensemble that is “in the flow” to illustrate this capacity. When individual players can listen to the whole and simultaneously attune their own instrument to an emerging pattern, they are able to co-create something new together.

As one’s listening moves from level 1 (shallow) to level 4 (deep), the listener’s field of attention passes through several turning points, from suspending (the gateway to level 2) to redirecting (the gateway to empathic listening) to letting go (the gateway to generative listening).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field: Structure of Attention</th>
<th>Micro: Attending (Individual)</th>
<th>Meso: Conversing (Group)</th>
<th>Macro: Organizing (Institution)</th>
<th>Mundo: Coordinating (Global System)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0: habitual awareness</td>
<td>Listening 1: downloading habits of thought</td>
<td>Downloading: speaking from conforming</td>
<td>Centralized control: organizing around hierarchy</td>
<td>Hierarchy: commanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspending</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0: ego-system awareness</td>
<td>Listening 2: factual, open-minded</td>
<td>Debate: speaking from differentiating</td>
<td>Divisionalized: organizing around differentiation</td>
<td>Market: competing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redirecting</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0: stakeholder awareness</td>
<td>Listening 3: empathic, open-hearted</td>
<td>Dialogue: speaking from inquiring others, self</td>
<td>Distributed/networked: organizing around interest groups</td>
<td>Negotiated dialogue: cooperating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Letting Go</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0: eco-system awareness</td>
<td>Listening 4: generative, open-presence</td>
<td>Collective creativity: speaking from what is moving through</td>
<td>Eco-system: organizing around what emerges</td>
<td>Awareness-based collective action: co-creating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Columns 3 through 5 illustrate how this process of opening plays out in groups (conversing), institutions (organizing), and eco-systems or societies (coordinating).

Crossing the Threshold to 4.0 Societies

Still, moving social and economic systems to a 4.0 state of operating remains a huge challenge. It requires crossing a threshold of self-reflective meta-awareness on multiple levels. As individuals, we must begin to pay attention to our attention (self-awareness); as teams, we must begin to have conversations about our conversations (dialogue); as enterprises, we must begin to organize our organizing (networks of networks: eco-systems); and as eco-systems, we must begin to coordinate our coordinating (systems of awareness-based collective action, or ABC).

On each of these levels, the threshold requires a self-reflective turn. **Attending to your attention** means bending the beam of observation in order to see yourself. **Conversing about our conversations** means bending the beam of conversational attention to help a group see itself. **Organizing our organizing** means creating conditions that make eco-system-wide self-organizing more intentional, fluid, and self-aware. **Coordinating our coordinating** means creating a meta-level that allows a community of players to see itself and to adjust the portfolio of existing coordination mechanisms as needed—for example, by redrawing the boundaries between cooperation and competition in an industry.

Crossing this threshold requires social technologies, tools, methods, and leadership practices that allow us to shift from ego-system to eco-system awareness and consciousness.

Conclusion and Practices: Reintegrating the Matrix

The remaining chapters will introduce social technologies that expand on the columns of table 7 as they apply to the transformation of

1. the individual: from me to we (chapter 5);
2. relationships: from ego to eco (chapter 6);
3. institutions: from hierarchy to eco-system (chapter 7); and
4. capacity building: from old forms to creating a global action leadership school (chapter 8).

Each journey is a process of profound opening. The essence of this journey brings us back to Master Nan’s new interpretation of Confucius. According to that text, it’s a journey that moves from outer fields (the world, the state, the family) to the inner field: one’s heart, one’s thoughts, and the awareness that extends to the investigation of the underlying matrix of mind and matter.

This investigation leads to yet another new impulse, which is channeled back into reality through renewed awareness, thoughts, hearts, and families all the way to renewed nations and ultimately a renewed world.

The questions that Master Nan and others ask invite us to take a closer look at how mind and matter relate to each other—how our awareness and consciousness affect the pathways of enacting social forms, how they impact and shape our ways of bringing forth the world. On levels 1 and 2 of the Matrix of Social Evolution, the social field is based on a separation between matter and mind; on level 4, these boundaries collapse and open up a new field of co-creative relationships. It is that field where the presence of the future begins. . . .

**JOURNALING QUESTIONS**

Use the table below as shorthand for the Matrix of Social Evolution in order to assess your current situation by answering the following questions.

1. What percentage of your time do you spend on each level of listening? Write down the percentage.
2. What percentage of your time do you spend on each level of conversing?
3. What percentage of your time does your institution make you organize around centralized, divisionalized, networked, or eco-systemic structures?
4. What percentage of your time do you spend on connecting to the whole through the mechanisms of hierarchy, competition, stakeholder negotiation, or ABC (shared awareness of the whole)?
5. With a different-colored pen, indicate in the table what you would like the future to look like (using percentages).
6. Compare the two sets of percentages, notice the gaps, and develop ideas for bridging them.

CIRCLE CONVERSATION

1. After answering the six questions above individually, have each member of your circle share their insights, questions, and intentions in regard to their personal profile.
2. What interesting small prototypes can you think of for exploring 4.0 types of operating that can move your profile from actual to desired?
Leading the Personal Inversion
From Me to We

Stepping into the field of the future starts with attending to the opening of an inner crack. Following that crack requires us to let go of the old and “let grow” something that we can sense, but that we cannot fully know before we see it emerge. This moment, which requires us to move although we cannot yet fully see the new, feels like jumping across an abyss. At the moment we leap, we have no idea whether we will make it across.

As human beings, we are on a journey of becoming who we really are. This journey to ourselves—to our Selves—is open-ended and full of disruptions, confusion, and breakdowns, but also breakthroughs. It is a journey that essentially is about accessing the deep sources of the Self.

Man Is a Rope

The nineteenth-century philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche saw the tension between current reality and the possible future state of the human being. In 1883, he wrote in Thus Spake Zarathustra:

Man is a rope, tied between beast and Superman [Übermensch]—
a rope over an abyss.
A dangerous crossing, a dangerous on-the-way, a dangerous looking-back,
a dangerous shuddering and stopping.
What is great in man is that he is a bridge and not an end: what can be loved
in man is that he is an overture and a going under.
I love those who do not know how to live, for they are those who cross over.²

We are a rope over an abyss. A bridge, not an end—a living embodiment of crossing over. When Nietzsche wrote these lines, none of his readers, colleagues, or even his friends understood the deeper existential crisis that he was talking about. Nobody got what he was trying to say. Certainly the Nazis didn’t get it when they started misusing his writings more than thirty years after his passing. Nietzsche’s writings mark the beginning of a significant disruption or opening in human consciousness. He saw the abyss, and in his journey he failed to reach across it.

Today the presence of the abyss is no longer a singular experience of an individual philosopher who 130 years ago anticipated and seeded the great turns of twentieth-century philosophy by taking human thought to the edge of death and rebirth. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, probably for the first time in human history, the living presence of the abyss—that is, the simultaneous existence of one world that is dying and another one that is being born—is a widely shared experience for millions of people across cultures, sectors, and generations. It is experienced in communities as well as in ministries, global companies, NGOs, and UN organizations—wherever people are looking at the big picture.

It’s a felt sense that applies to relationships, institutions, and systems, but even more to the personal level of our journey from self to Self.

Cracking through the Wall

The other day we saw, at the edge of a parking space, a young sprout of a tree that had just pierced the layer of asphalt above it. When you see something so improbable, you can’t help but wonder how it happened.

This image captures the essence of what we see so many people doing today. Everywhere you look, you see remarkable individuals and communities that have managed to break through the walls of trauma and tyranny in order to connect to their deep sources of humanity. What are the conditions that make these breakthroughs possible and allow “miracles” to happen time and again?
Conditions of Possibility

Knowing who we are is impossible as long as we direct the beam of observation away from ourselves and onto the exterior world around us. In order to discover true self-knowledge, we have to bend the beam of scientific observation back onto the observing self—that is, back onto its source. Francisco Varela described this as the “core process of becoming aware”: his three gestures of suspending, redirecting, and letting go that mark the downward slope of the U process.

We follow the movement of bending the beam of observation in the remaining chapters of this book: for transformation of the individual (this chapter), of relationships (chapter 6), of institutions (chapter 7), and of society (chapter 8). We will describe a new meta-pattern of transformation that we call inversion (Umstülzung in German), a deep opening process of turning a social field completely inside-out and outside-in, of upending things.

In our discussion of the Matrix of Social Evolution in chapter 4, we differentiated among four types of listening:

Listening 1 (habitual): projecting old judgments
Listening 2 (factual): directing the beam of observation onto the world around us
Listening 3 (empathic): adopting the other person’s perspective and therefore seeing ourselves through the eyes of the other (bending the beam)
Listening 4 (generative): listening from the whole and the emerging new, which further turns the beam of observation onto the deep sources of Self

BENDING THE BEAM OF ATTENTION IN BERLIN

One example of these qualities of listening occurred in our advanced practitioner program at the Presencing Institute. In the last module of a two-year program, seventy-two participants from nineteen countries met in Berlin in June 2012. Our colleague Dayna Cunningham remembers one particularly affecting experience that demonstrates the power of bending the beam of attention:
Several of our group with a Jewish background had lost family during the Holocaust, while other members of our group came from a German background. Spending a week together in Berlin, visiting, among other places, the Holocaust Memorial, brought back painful and yet important memories to many. A group of us—Germans, American Jews, and an African American (me), all women—sat at dinner one evening talking about what it meant to be in Berlin. One of my very dear German friends began to describe the pain they have experienced as Germans, a sense that the whole world sees you in a very negative way. She talked about German society’s determination to address the past head-on. Based on her own horror as a child when exposed to the graphic history lessons, my friend questioned whether some of the exposure was too early for some German children who perhaps are not ready to encounter the horror of that history.

As she told these stories, I could feel a sense of rage rising in me. All I could think about was that the Jewish children I know must confront the horror of the Holocaust from the earliest age because it is their own family history. It made me think of the many conversations I’d had with my white American friends who felt they needed to shield their children from the harsh truth about racism in the US until they were ready to hear it, while I was forced to talk to my own very young children about “driving while black,” for instance, so they would not think that their father, who was regularly stopped by cops, was a criminal. From my earliest encounters with the random hatred of racism, I’d learned to cultivate anger as a form of self-protection.

So I could not listen quietly any longer to my friend’s experience. “Really?” I said aloud, my rage right on the surface. “How old do you think Jewish children are before they are exposed to the horrible truth? Maybe from birth?” I then unloaded my stories of painful experiences with talking to my children about racism. I talked for a while before bothering to look at her to see the impact my words were having. When I did, I found her sitting so quietly and looking so sad that it brought me up short. As I understood it then, my lack of curiosity had visibly hurt her. I felt very bad, regretted that I had not listened with an open mind, and apologized for my insensitivity. I asked her what she would propose as a better way to address the dilemma of facing the pain of this history. Her answer was smart and humane: create a mode of dialogue that enabled everyone to heal.
Through that exchange, our conversation moved rapidly from level 1 (polite and conforming) to level 2 (blaming and confronting) and then to level 3 (reflecting and connecting) as my friend and I got beyond knee-jerk blame and shutting down. But we were not finished. I came home that night and called my son back in the US to describe what had happened. I still did not feel right about the exchange. I could not forget the image of sadness in my friend’s face; something had begun to move in me, but I did not yet know what.

It all became clear the next day. Our whole group of seventy-two change-makers experienced a profound shift of the field that allowed Jews, Germans, Americans, Asians, Africans, Latin Americans, and Australians to connect to each other and themselves on a much deeper, more raw, and more vulnerable and essential level than any of us had experienced in such a group before.

Otto opened the conversation by bringing us back to the experience of being in Berlin. It was emotional for him, and his willingness to be raw and vulnerable opened a crack. Suddenly many people were sharing their own personal stories. One story shared by Gail Jacob, an American Jewish woman, deeply touched me. Her mother, a death camp survivor, had faced unspeakable horrors in the camp, but the only memory she had shared with her children was of seeing Germans weeping as they lined the streets outside the camp when it was liberated. For me, it was breathtaking that she chose only to highlight the humanity of a people whose country had committed such atrocities against her.

As the stories unfolded, the listening in the room dropped deeper and an incredible conversation started to take its course—a shift of the field that allowed each of us to see our life’s journey from a different and more collective angle. There was a flow experience of speaking from the core, speaking from my not-knowing, speaking from what is moving through me and through us. Many of the stories were about intense personal suffering, but in the room, held by the collective listening, they were transformed into moments of powerful healing.

Another participant, Yishai Yuval, from Israel, remembers:

On the preceding day, we had visited the Holocaust Museum and had shared emotional experiences within our subgroup. Then in the eve-
ning our small coaching group met for dinner. Each of us shared our feelings with the others. This was the last opportunity for us to be together, face to face, in that week. We were very open to each other.

The next morning at some point, Otto stood up to suggest that we reopen ourselves to the meaning of convening in Berlin, [of] having Jewish colleagues, even Holocaust survivors, among us. People stood up and talked for more than an hour on suffering, cruelty, and the need to remember. I looked around at my fellow Jews in the room, expecting them to join the conversation. At the beginning, none did. It hit me that this type of discussion can’t go on while the victims’ voice is missing. So, contrary to my habit, I raised my hand to ask for the microphone. The ten steps from the corner where I was sitting into the group’s circle were a very long journey.

What happened was a personal defining moment. Everything slowed down around me. There was no need to struggle with words and sentences. They just came one by one in the right order. I felt the faces around me listening, radiating profound empathy, deep understanding, and love. It became easy to share with the group the notion that, prior to being exterminated, Holocaust victims struggled day after day to maintain their dignity as human beings in the midst of the surrounding horrors. Many of them realized that humanity and love didn’t save them, concluding that anger, aggressiveness, even hatred might do better in that daily struggle for survival. As an Israeli, this is the heritage I was born into. One can count only on oneself to be strong and suspicious. I was proud as a soldier, trained to kill if necessary, blessed for protecting my own family and people; blessed for not being helpless; blessed for not being in the mercy of brutal killers like my mother’s parents and sister [had been]. But time moved on and suddenly we, Israelis, have the power over other people, forced to face annoying questions: Are we strong enough not to exercise power and still remain safe? Had the time arrived to put aside suspicions and hatred, open our hearts, and offer real peace with our enemy? Or is it naïve, even dangerous, to expose humanity in the face of an opponent?

As I talked, looking around the circle, I felt I belonged and was connected to the whole. The deep listening and empathy radiated around me well after I stepped out of the circle. A little while later a young Jewish American woman stood up at the opposite corner of the big hall, asking just to sing a piece written by a young, brave Jew-
ish woman who left Palestine in 1944, parachuted into Hungary on a rescue mission, but was caught by the Nazis, tortured, and killed:

Oh my God, my God
Let it never be stopped
The sand and the sea
Rustle of the water
Flash of the sky
Prayer of Man. . . . 3

Yishai continued:

Hearing her gentle voice singing so emotionally, I couldn’t resist standing up, at the other side of the hall, and joining her. Since then, whenever I hear that song I tremble inside. It touches me in an unknown land, in a way unrecognized to me before. I’ll never forget that precious moment of connection with that wonderful young woman as well as with the whole group.4

Antoinette Klatzky of New York, the young woman who sang the song, remembers how that situation unfolded from her perspective:

At twelve years old, I attended Jewish day school and learned of Hannah Senesh, a young woman who was killed by the Nazis at age twenty-three while rescuing Jews from Nazi-occupied Hungary. At age twenty-six, sitting in the space with seventy-two change-makers, I listened deeply as each voice shared a personal story, and I felt a crack within myself open. Each time someone spoke, I could feel the crack widen, my heart beating harder, thumping in my chest for each drop of pain or ray of hopeful healing. I could feel the hymn, Hannah’s prayer, rising from roots that I didn’t know I had. I felt the words jump into my heart, the melody beat through my veins, and like an earthquake my body lifted me to a standing position. The world was in this room—the past, the present, the future—and it was as if I had lived every moment of my life to sing this song. The lyrics, in a language I hadn’t spoken in years, began to flow with my tears as each word was a crescendo of its own. Voices seemed to fly in to join us through the windows, the room was filling with rays of light and sound, and I could feel Hannah there with us in Berlin. The song finished. The song ran its way through me like electric current in the wires above. I melted back into the chair, feeling completely held.5
Shortly after that, Tho Ha Vinh of Vietnam and Bhutan stood up and shared a poem by Thich Nhat Hanh. “The name of the poem is “Please Call Me by My True Names,’” said Tho and reached into his pocket to pull out a small journal that helped him to keep this poem close to his heart. Tho started reading:

Don’t say that I will depart tomorrow—
even today I am still arriving.

Look deeply: every second I am arriving
to be a bud on a Spring branch,
to be a tiny bird, with still-fragile wings,
learning to sing in my new nest,
to be a caterpillar in the heart of a flower,
to be a jewel hiding itself in a stone.

I still arrive, in order to laugh and to cry,
to fear and to hope.
The rhythm of my heart is the birth and death
of all that is alive.

I am a mayfly metamorphosing
on the surface of the river.
And I am the bird
that swoops down to swallow the mayfly.

I am a frog swimming happily
in the clear water of a pond.
And I am the grass-snake
that silently feeds itself on the frog.

I am the child in Uganda, all skin and bones,
my legs as thin as bamboo sticks.
And I am the arms merchant,
selling deadly weapons to Uganda.

I am the twelve-year old girl,
refugee on a small boat,
who throws herself into the ocean
after being raped by a sea pirate.
And I am the pirate,
my heart not yet capable
of seeing and loving.
I am a member of the politburo,
with plenty of power in my hands.
And I am the man who has to pay
his “debt of blood” to my people
dying slowly in a forced-labor camp.

My joy is like Spring, so warm
it makes flowers bloom all over the Earth.
My pain is like a river of tears,
so vast it fills the four oceans.

Please call me by my true names,
so I can hear all my cries and laughter at once,
so I can see that my joy and pain are one.

Please call me by my true names,
so I can wake up
and the door of my heart
could be left open,
the door of compassion.

Stillness. Tho sat down. We all felt that the walls between us had been melting away. Time had been slowing down and elevating our own experience of that moment. We started experiencing the situation from multiple angles. I am the girl. The pirate. The child. The weapon seller. I am the victim and the perpetrator of the Holocaust. I am in you. You are in me. I begin to feel the we. The we is something in me that isn’t me. What brings us together here on this earth? Why are we here? “What struck me most deeply,” remembers Dayna, was the level of connection and compassion people expressed toward others who had been life-and-death adversaries or who had done violence to them: the soldiers, survivors of assault and neglect, the Jewish descendants of Holocaust survivors, and, yes, the young Germans facing a world that blamed them. I now could see that the night before I had been unable to open my heart, not just my mind. Gail captured precisely what was moving through me at this time: “I am sixty-three years old. I’ve spent my whole life as a Jew thinking I was alone in this world, thinking that if anything happened to me or my people, no one would help. Now, in this room in Berlin, I understand that I am not alone.”
**Condition 1: Bending the Beam of Observation**

What are the conditions of possibility that allow a profound collective shift like the one in Berlin to happen? What allows a seedling to pierce a ceiling of asphalt, or a movement to bring down the Berlin Wall?

Probably the first and most important condition has to do with bending the beam of observation. It happened to Dayna when she saw the sad face of her friend and realized that she had caused it by reacting in a way that was habitual. It happened to Yishai when he joined the conversation and words flowed in unexpected ways. And it happened to Antoinette, who was moved to stand up and sing a song she hadn’t heard or thought about in years.

Each of them described the same social grammar of opening, of cracking the wall of asphalt that separated them from one another and from the deep levels of their humanity. They each tell the story of bending the beam of attention back onto its source. The beam first radiated into the outside world (level 2), then bent back onto the self (level 3), and then found the sources of self, of becoming present in the moment, in the now (level 4). That is the first condition of shifting the field: bending the beam of attention back onto its source.

**Condition 2: A Holding Space for Embracing the Shadow**

The second condition of possibility concerns the holding space. The bending of the beam happens in a social holding space formed by true listening from the heart. Dayna turned the beam of attention back onto herself at the moment she felt the pain of her friend. When Yishai, in his words, “felt the faces around me listening, radiating profound empathy, deep understanding, and love,” he was empowered to make his courageous move. At that point Antoinette remembered “feeling the true presence of what each heart is holding.”

The cultivation of a holding space allows a shift of the social field to happen—the mind and the heart begin to open. The holding space that was created in Berlin had started to form six months earlier in a small gathering; each participant in the seventy-two-member master class had met monthly in this small-group coaching circle for two years. The purpose of the coaching circle was to provide a level 4 listening environment for each person’s personal and professional journey. Gail remembers:
When we met in our coaching group six months earlier, I shared my
trepidation about going [to Berlin] and using that as an opportunity
to visit where I was born—the displaced persons’ camp near Dachau,
from where both my parents were liberated.

Before I knew what I was going to say, I was talking about going
to Berlin and taking my family to where I was born for the first time.
I started crying and then the group wept together for a long time and
there was this amazing knowing in the group about healing—not
only me, but knowing also how the world needs to heal from our col-
lective trauma of war and genocide.

There I was sitting next to Otto, a German, and two Buddhists:
Tho, a Vietnamese; Julia, of Korean descent; also Yishai, an Orthodox
Israeli Jew; Jim, a former military person; and Antoinette, the next
generation. . . . They were able to be my holding space. . . . I felt the
ever shift. I’ve carried the wounds of the Holocaust in my DNA and
in my being every day of my life. Somehow for the first time I began to
see the possibility of transforming that energy into something else.8

After that experience in our coaching group, we all carried that
moment of transcending connection with us when we arrived in Berlin six
months later. When I (Otto) sensed that something wanted to happen, it
was because of that coaching circle. When I stood to open up and hold the
space on that morning, it was because of the presence of our circle in the
room—of directly feeling the connection to Gail, Yishai, and the others.

“The field shifted during that morning with the class,” remembers
Gail, referring to the quality of the holding space. “We were open to each
other and we were one. It was as though collectively we needed to embrace
the shadow in order to glimpse what is needed to heal the world. And for me,
the fear was gone.”9

Healing, health, and holy all share the same word root, hal, which
means to “make whole.” The Berlin experience provided a holding space
for making whole at a collective level unknown to us before. As Gail put
it: Collectively we needed to embrace the shadow in order to glimpse
what is needed to heal the world.

**Condition 3: Going to the Edge of Letting Go**
The third condition of possibility concerns the willingness to go to the
edge of the abyss, to let go, to lean into the unknown—and take the leap.
When Yishai, against his nature, took the microphone, he took that leap. So did Antoinette and Gail, and many others. The holding space enabled us to go to the edge without pulling back.

The condition of going to the edge comes in two different forms. Sometimes it means that you have to take the leap, to jump off the cliff from the known into the unknown. Sometimes, when you feel that something is beginning to emerge, it can also mean to not jump away, but to stay with what wants to emerge. In both cases we deal with a deep trust in reality and self, in connecting to the deep levels of the field. Going to the edge means having the courage to not hold on to the old, to let go and lean into what wants to emerge through us. And then, as Martin Buber put it so beautifully, “to bring it [the new] into reality as it desires.”

The story of the Berlin master class is just one example of people connecting in small coaching circles with the presence of letting go and letting come, of dying and rebirth. It’s a movement that is starting to happen all over the world and that has many different faces, forms, and practices. Let’s look at another inspiring example.

MINDFULNESS-BASED STRESS REDUCTION

Jon Kabat-Zinn is professor of medicine emeritus and founder of the Stress Reduction Clinic and of the Center for Mindfulness in Medicine, Health Care, and Society at the University of Massachusetts Medical School. He is also the developer of mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR), the program upon which the Stress Reduction Clinic is based. Since its founding in 1979, the clinic has trained over twenty thousand medical patients. The MBSR program has been replicated and institutionalized in over 720 medical schools, hospitals, health-care systems, and stand-alone clinics worldwide and has given rise to a number of other mindfulness-based interventions closely modeled on it for particular medical, psychiatric, and social conditions. The success of MBSR is one of the principal drivers of the heightened interest in mindfulness in health and cognition sciences at the beginning of the twenty-first century (see figure 9).

So how did this success story of MBSR come into being? What are the origins of this movement that is touching the lives of hundreds of thousands today, and that thirty years ago no one had even heard of?
The driving forces behind the rapidly growing interest in mindfulness include (1) the crisis of the old paradigm; (2) successful interventions like MBSR that have pioneered a new approach to medicine, blending medical science, clinical application, and mindfulness; (3) training programs in MBSR for health professionals that seeded the field over many years; and (4) the establishment of the Center for Mindfulness along with an ongoing research program that helped to turn this momentum into published scientific studies and nurture a new field in medical science and a vibrant new research community. Kabat-Zinn recalls:

In the year 2000, during a meeting in Dharamsala, India, organized by the Mind and Life Institute, in which the Dalai Lama and a group of psychologists, neuroscientists, scholars, and contemplatives explored together the subject of destructive emotions and what might be done to mitigate the enormous personal and societal harm that so often stems from them, the Dalai Lama, amazingly and yet characteristi-
cally, challenged the scientists to come up with non-Buddhist, secular methods for working with and transforming the energies of these said emotions. He acknowledged that Buddhism might have a lot to offer, in terms of its elaborate and detailed understanding of what he termed *afflictive emotions*, including a range of meditative practices that have been utilized for centuries and millennia in monastic settings to work with them in skillful ways. At the same time, he was saying that the real hope lay in a non-Buddhist, a truly universal and secular approach that would make use of whatever elements of Buddhist understanding and methods were found to be helpful, but only combined with and integrated into Western culture, its understanding of the psyche, and, in particular, its scientific understanding of emotions, emotional expression, and emotion regulation. . . .

It was also pointed out at that meeting that there already was an approach that had been doing much of what the Dalai Lama was calling for in clinical settings, primarily hospitals, for twenty-one years at that point, namely mindfulness-based stress reduction and the family of mindfulness-based interventions that have arisen around it. . . .

Of course, it was well known by many of the participants in that meeting that the curriculum of MBSR and other mindfulness-based interventions is deeply rooted in a universal expression of the Buddhist dharma [the foundational teachings of Buddha], and that the curriculum features the cultivation of mindfulness of mind states and body states, including in particular awareness of reactive emotions, as well as how to deploy specific strategies to respond mindfully rather than react reflexively when they are triggered.11

Kabat-Zinn recounts a part of his personal journey, beginning in his early student days: “Even as a graduate student at MIT, I had been pondering for years, ‘What is my job with a capital J?,’ my ‘karmic assignment’ on the planet, so to speak, without coming up with much of anything. It was a personal koan for me and became more and more a continuous thread in my life, day and night, as those years unfolded. ‘What am I supposed to be doing with my life?’ I kept asking myself. ‘What do I love so much I would pay to do it?’”

He knew that it wasn’t his destiny to pursue a career in molecular biology, even though he loved science and knew he would disappoint his
Nobel laureate thesis adviser at MIT, Salvador Luria, and his own father, also an accomplished scientist. In 1979, still searching for the right path to link his livelihood (his job) with his sense of essential purpose (his Job) in a way that felt aligned with the needs of the time, he went on a two-week meditation retreat. Jon recounts:

While sitting in my room one afternoon on about day ten of the retreat, I had a “vision” that lasted maybe ten seconds. I don’t really know what to call it, so I call it a vision. It was rich in detail and more like an instantaneous seeing of vivid, almost inevitable connections and their implications. It did not come as a reverie or a thought stream, but rather something quite different, which to this day I cannot fully explain and don’t feel the need to.

I saw in a flash not only a model that could be put in place, but also the long-term implications of what might happen if the basic idea was sound and could be implemented in one test environment—namely that it would spark new fields of scientific and clinical investigation and would spread to hospitals and medical centers and clinics across the country and around the world, and provide right livelihood for thousands of practitioners. Because it was so weird, I hardly ever mentioned this experience to others. But after that retreat, I did have a better sense of what my karmic assignment might be. It was so compelling that I decided to take it on wholeheartedly as best I could.

After his meditation retreat, Jon returned to the hospital and met individually with three physicians, the directors of the primary care, pain, and orthopedics clinics, to find out how they viewed their work, what their clinics’ successes were with their patients, and what might be missing in the hospital experience.

When I asked what percentage of their patients they felt they were able to help, the response was typically 10 to 20 percent. I was astonished, and asked what happened to the others. I was told that they either got better on their own or never got better.

I asked whether they would be open to referring their patients, when appropriate, to a program that would teach them to take better care of themselves as a complement to whatever the health-care system was or was not able to do for them. It would be based on relatively intensive training in Buddhist meditation without the Buddhism, as
I liked to put it, and yoga. Their responses were very positive. On the basis of those meetings, I proposed that a program be set up under the auspices of ambulatory care in the hospital, which would take the form of an eight-week course to which physicians would refer patients they were seeing who they felt were not responding to their treatments and were, in some sense, falling through the cracks of the health-care system. And so MBSR came into being in the fall of 1979.¹²

For many years, Jon and his team worked with groups of patients in their windowless room in the basement of the hospital. At first little noticed, their work at the hospital turned into a holding space for birthing a different paradigm of medicine. “Although our patients all come with various problems, diagnoses, and ailments,” explains Jon, with the MBSR approach, “we make every effort to apprehend their intrinsic wholeness. We often say that from our perspective, as long as you are breathing, there is more ‘right’ with you than ‘wrong’ with you, no matter what is wrong. In this process, we make every effort to treat each participant as a whole human being rather than as a patient or a diagnosis or someone having a problem that needs fixing.”

Jon’s story is an amazing example of what a small group of committed citizens is able to do. It also exhibits some of the same enabling conditions that we witnessed in the Berlin story. Bending the beam of observation, of course, is what happens in all practices of mindfulness. But what was the holding space that allowed him to lean into the crack and to leap after returning from the meditation retreat? “My decision to leap,” remembers Jon, “was in part based on years of meditation practice and inquiry on the one hand, as well as training in science [on the other], so I was at home in the language and thinking of medicine and medical science.”¹³ So again, the seeds for this moment had been germinating over many years.

Turning Yourself into a Vehicle for the Future

Jon’s story exemplifies the presence of the abyss (what is my Job?), of letting go (of a career in science) and then crossing the abyss (following his heart). His experience in the retreat and his conversation with the three physicians helped him to see the opening or the crack and to follow that
emerging path. His many years of practice in mindfulness and science gave him the confidence to sense and actualize the moment of opportunity. Working with his core team in a windowless basement for many years established the holding space for co-creating the seeds of a profound revolution that a few years later would spread around the world.

The Berlin experience and Jon’s story share a feature: the human spirit breaking through the asphalt-hard surface structure of habituated action and thought. In these moments of breaking through, the new starts coming into being. When you watch this process of coming into being, it’s interesting to see how the field enters the space through certain individuals first—as if the field of possibility chooses these individuals as gateways to come into being. Jon is one of them. He opened the gate—he became the vehicle. And that allowed the next circle of people to also connect. And so on. So we are learning here how to become a vehicle for what is emerging from the other side of the abyss.

In this chapter we have described a different way of connecting to a deep source of creativity, humanity, and self. Although we have given only a very few concrete examples, we know that the deep conditions of possibility explored here—bending the beam of attention, cultivating a holding space, going to the edge of dying, and turning yourself into a vehicle for the future that is wanting to emerge—can be observed at work in many other places around the planet. It’s the social grammar of emergence. It’s what you feel when talking to change-makers like Jon. It’s what we experienced in Berlin, when, in Gail’s words, we collectively embraced the shadow in order to function as a vehicle through which healing may come into the world.

Conclusion and Practices: Twelve Principles

One interesting development over the past several decades has been a subtle shift in the balance of power between individuals and institutions in favor of individuals. As the entrepreneur Nick Hanauer puts it:

One of my favorite sayings, attributed to Margaret Mead, has always been “Never doubt that a small group of committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.” I totally believe it. You could do almost anything with just five people. With
only one person, it’s hard—but when you put that one person with four or five more, you have a force to contend with. All of a sudden, you have enough momentum to make almost anything that’s imminent, or within reach, actually real. I think that’s what entrepreneurship is all about—creating that compelling vision and force.14

Hanauer names an important shift in the world that helps small groups of citizens to have a big impact on where the world is going. Think about the impact of Kabat-Zinn and his team—and the ripples keep coming. The good news is that the world has enormous unexploited potential in the form of inspired, intentional, and collective entrepreneurship. But we will need to be much more methodical about tapping this dormant force to bring about global movements for good.

We conclude this chapter with twelve principles and practices that can help advance our individual journey from self to Self, from me to We, as exemplified in the stories shared above. They reflect various pockets of our and our colleagues’ experiences over the past years.

1. **Practice, don’t preach.** Apply the U by practicing, not by preaching. Start by listening. Listen to others, to yourself, and to the whole. Listen to what life calls you to do. Connect with people where they are and then look for cracks or openings from these viewpoints; then be helpful.

2. **Observe, observe, observe: Become a blackbelt observer and listener.** The U process extends what is the core work of science—namely, “Let the data talk to you”—from the exterior realm (the third-person view) to the more subtle levels of human experience (the second- and first-person views). Thus the practice of letting data talk to you applies not only to objective, exterior data (through the open mind), but also to empathic, intersubjective data (through the open heart) and to the transsubjective realm of self-knowledge (through the open will). Attending to all three types of data requires refined observation and listening skills. The impact of the deeper levels of listening is profound: They function like a welding flame on the process of social reality creation. They can melt the walls of habitual interaction that keep us separate from the world, from one another, and from ourselves.
3. **Connect to your intention as an instrument.** Brian Arthur, an economist with the Santa Fe Institute, once said in one of our research interviews: “Intention is not a powerful force. It’s the only force.” Connecting to the intention of our life’s journey establishes a vertical alignment: “Who am I?” “What am I here for?” “How can I link my work with my Work, or my job with my Job?” The more we can connect to that deeper place—to what is essential for us—and the more we can clarify what we want to be in service of, the better we can act as instruments for bringing that emerging future into being.

4. **When the crack opens up, stay with it—connect and act from the now.** Applying the latter two principles (observe, observe; intention) connects you both horizontally and vertically with a higher level of presence and readiness. When opportunity presents itself, it often feels as if time is slowing down and a crack to a field of future possibility is opening up. These moments ask for some courage, but mainly for full attention. When such a moment occurs, stay with it, connect with it, and then act from the now—that is, from what wants to emerge. Put differently, when you find yourself beginning to connect with a significant future opportunity, first say yes, then do it, and only then ask whether it’s possible.

5. **Follow your heart—do what you love, love what you do.** As we’ve noted, Steve Jobs once said the only way to do our best work is to do what we love and to love what we do. It’s the only reliable way to connect to our emerging future path. Make sure that at least some of the projects and activities in your portfolio are things you love doing. When this element is missing, you are in danger of losing your way or living someone else’s life.

6. **Always be in dialogue with the universe.** As Alan Webber said, “The universe is a helpful place.” This is an important guiding principle. It means that the universe—in other words, the larger context that surrounds us—provides useful feedback. This feedback comes in different forms. Sometimes that feedback sucks. But we need to learn to listen and identify those elements of the feedback that are helpful to further evolve our idea.

7. **Create a holding space of deep listening that supports your journey.** The most important leadership tool is your Self—your capacity to access
your highest future possibility. Two of the most effective mechanisms to strengthen your capacity to access your emerging Self are cultivation practices and deep listening-based circle work. A daily cultivation practice—a moment of stillness or contemplation in which you filter out all the noise from outside and focus on what’s essential for you—can be performed in many different ways, drawing on whatever works best for you. The point is that you do it every day. A circle practice usually involves a small group of up to seven participants who meet a few times a year to support one another through deep listening, by attending to the calling and journey of each of their personal lives and work.  

8. **Iterate, iterate, iterate.** What “observe, observe, observe” is for the left-hand side of the U, “iterate, iterate, iterate” is for the right-hand side of the U. It’s about practicing and adapting to what we see emerging. Where in your life is the windowless basement room that allows you to practice, practice, practice in order to explore the new by doing?  

9. **Notice the crack to the field of the future.** All change takes place in a context. It can be personal, relational, institutional, or global. Attending to the opening of a crack requires exploring the edges of the system and the self. At these edges, when we are lucky, we can sense a field of future possibility that is wanting to emerge.  

10. **Use different language with different stakeholders.** Innovation in complex systems requires us to be multilingual, to connect to the various stakeholders about the issues that matter to *them.* Complex problems require complex solutions. That means that single-focus approaches are almost certain to fail. Instead we need to master the art of broadening and deepening the definition of the problem to get all of the relevant parties—who need one another to change any system—committed to participate.  

11. **If you want to change others (other stakeholders), you need to be open to changing yourself first.** If you need to change the system but you cannot use hierarchy to do it, then the main leverage you have is the quality of your relationship with the other stakeholders. That’s what you must build and strengthen. And that means being open to changing yourself first.
12. *Never give up. Never give up. You are not alone.* Every profound journey of innovation and renewal takes an enormous amount of perseverance. Important ideas often take many years of failed effort—or practice—before they produce something concrete in the real world. The key is never giving up. Always figure out what you can learn from failure, get back on your feet, and try again. Allowing yourself to be discouraged by failed efforts is a waste of energy. It leads to being trapped in your own (and other people’s) Voice of Judgment, Voice of Cynicism, and Voice of Fear. Leading change requires courage most of all: the courage to go to the edge and leap into the unknown. That courage is an important condition that connects us with the deep dimensions of our being—with who we really are. Courage resides in the trust that we are not alone. Or, as one experienced changemaker once put it: “The collective always delivers.”

**JOURNALING QUESTIONS**

Take a journal and some quiet time to answer these sixteen questions. Spend about one to two minutes per question.

1. What in your life and work is dying or ending, and what wants to be born?

2. Who have been your “guardian angels,” the people who have helped you to realize your highest potential?

3. Where, right now, do you feel the opening to a future possibility?

4. What about your current work and/or personal life frustrates you the most?

5. What are your most important sources of energy? What do you love?

6. Watch yourself from above, as if from a helicopter. What are you trying to do at this stage of your professional and personal journey?

7. Watch the journey of your community/organization/collective movement from above. What are you trying to do in the present stage of your collective journey?

8. Given the above answers, what questions do you now need to ask yourself?
9. Look at your current situation from the viewpoint of yourself as a young person at the beginning of your journey. What does that young person have to say to you?

10. Imagine you could fast-forward to the very last moments of your life, when it is time for you to move on. Now look back on your life’s journey as a whole. What would you want to see at that moment? What footprint do you want to leave behind on this planet?

11. From that future point of view, what advice would your future Self offer to your current self?

12. Now return to the present and crystallize what it is that you want to create: your vision and intention for the next three to five years. What vision and intention do you have for yourself and your work? What are the core elements of the future that you want to create in your personal, professional, and social life? Describe the images and elements that occur to you. The more concrete, the better.

13. What would you have to let go of in order to bring your vision into reality? What is the old stuff that must die? What “old skin” (behaviors, thought processes, etc.) do you need to shed?

14. Over the next three months, if you were to prototype a microcosm of the intended future in which you could discover “the new” by doing something, what would that prototype look like?

15. Who can help you make your highest future possibilities a reality? Who might be your core helpers and partners?

16. If you were to take on the project of bringing your highest intention into reality, what practical first steps would you take over the next three days?

CIRCLE CONVERSATION

Invite each person in your group to share the most meaningful things that surfaced through this sixteen-step journaling experience. Listen deeply and go with the flow of the conversation.